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Abstract
This treatise presents an implementation of a General Self-Tuning Observer
Controller (GSTOC) for adaptive velocity control using a TMS320C25 Digital
Signal Processor (DSP). The GSTOC is a structure based on modern control
state-space theories, such as Kalman filters used as steady state or time-
varying optimal state estimators, full state feedback using pole placement or
optimal control theory and parameter estimation techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Inmodern control theory, adaptive control is an important area. Adaptive
control has been around for at least four decades. In the 1950s, adaptive
control systems were used to optimize the performance of internal combustion
engines and as autopilots for high performance aircraft. State space and
stability theories andmajor developments in system identification and
parameter estimation, which contributed to adaptive control, evolved in the
1960s. The 1970s brought around amuch better understanding of the
underlying principles of the design and operation of adaptive control systems.
Different estimation schemes were combined with various designmethods to
implement adaptive control. Theminicomputer also had become a prominent
tool for adaptive control applications. Soon after the basic theory of self-
tuning, researched byAstrom andWittenmark (1973),minicomputer
applicationswere implemented into industry. Some of these applications
included: ore-crushing (Borisson and Syding, 1976), ship-steering (Kallstrom
et al, 1977), paper-making (Cegrell andHedqvist, 1975), cement-blending
(Keviczky et al, 1978), andmany others.
The Digital Signal Processor (DSP) was introduced during the 1980s. The DSP
has broaden the opportunities to incorporate a digital control solution over an
analog one in a rapidly growingmarket, such as in robotics, disk and servo
control and automotive engine control. With 50 nSec instruction cycle times
and special instructions such as, DMOV (datamove) to implement the delay
operator (z-1) andMACD, in conjunctionwith the repeat counter, which does
LT (loadmultiplicand), DMOV, MPY (multiply) andAPAC (add result to
accumulator) that execute in one instruction cycle, high performance,
sophisticated digital control algorithms, such as the ones frommodern control
theory can be implemented on a DSP very easily. A DSP can implement the
state controller, the parameter estimator and the state estimator, of an
adaptive controller in real time.
This paper presents an implementation ofan adaptive controller usingmodern
control theories, such as state estimation and state feedback. The adaptive
controller will be a DSP based regulator to control the velocity ofa DC servo
motor. The servo motor will be subjected to load disturbances. The Texas
Instruments TMS320C25was chosen to implement the adaptive controller
because of its fast instruction cycle time, extended-precision arithmetic and
adaptive filter support. The TMS320C25 is capable of executing tenmillion
instructions per second (10 MIPS). This throughput is attained by means of
single-cycle multiply/accumulate instructionswith a data option
(MAC/MACD), eight auxiliary registerswith a dedicated arithmetic unit,
instructions set support for adaptive filtering and extended-precision
arithmetic, bit reversal addressing, and fast I/O for data intensive signal
processing.
The following chapterwill discuss adaptive control and a few of the main types
of adaptive regulators and their differences. Chapter 3will develop the
equations for parameter estimation, using the Recursive Least Squares
method. The state estimation equations from noisy observations (Kalman
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filter) and state feedback usingAckerman's formula thatwill be used in
developing the General Self-Tuning ObserverController are also developed in
Chapter 3. The plant description ofthe LJE motor trainer is given and the
state spacemathematical model of the plant is developed in Chapter 4. DSP
implementation ofthe equations from Chapter 3 are presented in Chapter 5,
alongwith scaling and division. A description of the AIB interface board is
given inChapter 6. Chapter 7 gives a briefdescription of the Software
Development System used to develop the GSTOC. Organization of the
algorithmswritten for the GSTOC and a summary of the execution load on the
DSP is given is also given Chapter 7. The results of the GSTOC is presented in
graphical form in Chapter 8.
2. ADAPTIVE CONTROL AND THE SELF-TUNING REGULATOR
Over the years, there have beenmany attempts to define adaptive control.
There seems to be a general consensus among researchers and practicing
control engineers that adaptive control could be defined as the control of
uncertain systems, with a controller structure that includes a subsystem for
the on-line estimation ofunknown parameters values or system structure and
a subsystem for the generation of suitable control inputs based on the
estimated values or system structure.
Two principal approaches to adaptive control areModel Reference Adaptive
Control (MRAC) shown in Fig. #1 and Self-Tuning Regulator (STR) shown in
Fig. #2 [1]. The basic principle ofMRAC is that the performance of the system
is specified by a model and the parameters of the regulator are adjusted based
on the error between the reference model and the system. MRAC systems are
relatively easy to implement systemswith a fairly high speed of adaptation, as
there is no need for identification the plants parameters. As shown in Fig. #1,
theMRAC system consists of an inner loop, which provides ordinary feedback
and an outer loop, which adjusts the parameters of the inner loop.
In 1973, a major breakthrough in the field of adaptive controlwas introduced
byAstrom andWittenmark, the idea of a controller that could tune itself and
actually coined the phrase 'self-tuning regulator'. The original self-tuning
regulator (STR) was based on stochasticminimum-variance principles and
least square estimation. In self-tuning, the basic procedure is to select a design
for known plant parameters and apply it to the unknown plant using the
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Figure #1: Model reference adaptive control system (MRAC).
recursively estimated values of these parameters. The idea ofusing these
estimates even if they are not equal to the true values (i.e., the uncertainties
are not considered) is called the certainty equivalence principle. STRs are an
important class of adaptive controllers. They are easy to implement and are
applicable to complex processes, with a wide variety of characteristics
involving unknown parameters, the presence of time-delay, time varying
process dynamics and stochastic disturbances. The closed loop systems
obtainedwith a self-tuning regulators are nonlinear, time-varying systems.[2]
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Figure #2: Self-tuning regulator.
Two approaches to self-tuning are the implicit or direct STR algorithm and the
explicit or indirect STR algorithm. In the implicit STR algorithm, shown in
Fig. #3, the regulator parameters are updated directly. Implicit STRs are
developed on the basis ofpredictive control theory and require knowledge of
the system time delay.
In the explicit STR algorithm, shown in Fig. #4, the regulator parameter
identification is followed by a separate control law calculation. The system
time delay can be estimated as part of the process dynamics. Explicit STRs
require more computation than the implicit STRs because of the separate
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Figure #3: Implicit self-tuning regulator.
estimation of the system model.
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Figure #4: Explicit self-tuning regulator.
The general self-tuning observer controller (GSTOC), shown in Fig. #5, is a
form ofexplicit self-tuning regulator which is based onmodern control
theories, such as state estimation and state feedback rather on the polynomial
form. In the GSTOC both the state estimator poles and the closed loop system
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Figure #5: General self-tuning observer controller.
poles are placed based on the model parameters obtained from the
identification scheme. The basic GSTOC algorithm is:
Identify the model parameters and formulate a state space model of the
plant {$(0), T(0), H(0)}.
Design a state estimator, obtaining K(0).
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Design a control law, obtaining L(0).
The GSTOC is a very general algorithm as it does not specify which methods to
use to identify the plant model or choose the closed loop estimator or control
gains. If the GSTOC iswritten correctly a subroutine call to the different parts
of the algorithm, different estimation techniques such as Recursive Least
Squares, Recursive Maximum Likelihood or Stochastic ApproximationMethod
could be substituted to get the best identificationmethod for the job. Same
reasoning goes for the estimator or control portions of the algorithm.
The three portions of the GSTOC algorithm shown in Fig. #5, parameter
estimation, state estimation and state variable feedback, are developed in the
next chapter.
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3. GSTOC DESIGN
3.1 Parameter Identification
Identification is the experimental determination of the dynamic behavior of
processes and their signals. [3] For adaptive control systems on-line in real
time identification is ofprimary interest and an important part of the STR.
The on-line methods give estimates recursively as measurements are obtained
and is the only alternative if the identification is going to be used in an
adaptive controller or if the process is time-varying.[4] There aremany
methods for analyzing data from the experiments. Some such methods are
Recursive Least Squares (RLS), Extended Recursive Least Squares (ERLS),
Recursive Maximum Likelihood (RML) and Stochastic ApproximationMethod
(STA).
The recursive parameter identification technique used in the GSTOC
developed in this paper will be Recursive Least Squares. Given the linear
model
Z(k) = H(k)0(k) + V(k) (3.1.1)
where Z(k) is given by:
17
z(k)
z(k-l)
z(k-N-l)
and z(k) = hT(k)0 + v(k). The estimation model for Z(k) is
Z(k) = H(k)0(k) (3.1.2)
where 0 is the best estimate of 0. The principle of least squares states that the
unknown parameters of 0 should be selected in such a way that the loss
function,
J(0(k)) = Z(k)TZ(k) (3.1.3)
isminimal. Bywriting (3.1.3) as
J(0(k)) = [Z(k) - Z(k)]'[Z(k) - Z(k)] (3.1.4)
[Z(k) - H(k)9(k)]T[Z(k) - H(k)0(k)] (3.1.5)
= ZT(k)Z(k) - 2ZT(k)H(k)0(k) + 0T(k)HT(k)H(k)0(k) (3.1.6)
and by recalling that d/dm(bTm) = b and d/dm(mTAm) = 2Amwherem and b
are two n x 1 nonzero vectors and A is a n x n symmetricmatrix, then
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dJ(9(k))/de(k)= + 2HT(k)H(k)9(k) (3.1.7)
by setting dJ(9(k))/d9(k) = 0, the estimate of 9 is given by
9(k)= [HT(k)H(k)l1HT(k)Z(k) (3.1.8)
which is the batch formula for least squares estimation.
To develop the recursive least squares equations, in (3.1.1) & (3.1.8) itwas
assumed that Z(k) containedN elementswith N > dim 9 = n. If another
sample became available at t(k + 1), itwould be very costly to compute 9 using
(3.1.8). The number of flops to compute 9 is on the order of n3. The recursive
approach is to compute 9 for n = ni and then use that estimate of 9 to obtain 9
for n = n2 where n2 > ni. One additional measurement z(k+ 1) at t(k+ 1) is
z(k+ l) = hT(k + l)9(k) + v(k + l) (3.1.9)
Combining the additional measurementwith (3.1.1) and from (3.1.8)
9(k+ l) = [H^k+DHCk+ lttWk + lJZtk+l) (3.1.10)
0(k + 1) = [HT(k+ l)H(k +DlHWk + l)z(k+ 1) + HT(k + l)Z(k + 1)] (3.1.11)
Define [HT(k+ l)H(k + l)]"1 as P(k) then
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then
and
Z(k+1) =
z(k+ l)
Z(k)
H(k + 1) =
hT(k + l)
H(k)
V(k + 1) =
v(k + l)
* v-1*- -* /
V(k)
9(k) =P(k)HT(k)Z(k) (3.1.12)
HT(k)Z(k) = P-!(k)9(k) (3.1.13)
P-1(k+ l)=P1(k)+ h(k-r-l)hT(k + l) (3.1.14)
9(k+l) = P(k+ l)[h(k + l)z(k + l)+P1(k)9(k)] (3.1.15)
:P(k+ l){h(k+ l)z(k+ 1) + [Px(k+ l)-h(k + l)hT(k + l)]9(k)} (3.1.16)
= 9(k) +P(k + l)h[z(k + l)-hT(k+l)9(k)] (3.1.17)
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= 9(k) +K(k+ l)[z(k+ l)-hT(k+ l)9(k)] (3.1.18)
where
K(k+ 1) = P(k+ l)h(k+ l) (3.1.19)
Equations (3.1.14),(3.1.18) and (3.1.19) are called the information form of the
recursive least squares estimator. 9(0) and P_1(0) can be initialized to 0 and I/a
(0<a< <1) respectively. By expressing (3.1.18) as
9(k + 1) = [I-K(k + l)hT(k+ l)]9(k) +K(k+ l)z(k + 1) (3. 1 .20)
it can be seen that the recursive least squares estimator is a time-varying
digital filter that is excited by random inputs. There is a computation cost in
inverting the n x n matrix P of (3.1.14). By applying thematrix inversion
lemma which is
B1 = A1 + CTJ^C
(where all matrix inversions are assumed to exist, A and B are n x n, C ism x n
and D is m x m) then
B = A-ACT(CACT+D)-1CA
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to (3.1.14) results in
P(k+ 1) = P(k)-P(k)h(k+l)[hT(k-r-l)P(k)h(k + l)+I]1hT(k + l)P(k) (3.1.21)
and consequently, by substituting (3.1.12) into (3.1.19) for P(k+ 1) and
simplifying
K(k + 1) =P(k)h(k+l)[hT(k + l)P(k)h(k + l) +I]"1 (3.1.22)
and simplifying (3.1.21)
P(k+ l) = P(k) K(k+ l)hT(k + l)P(k) (3.1.23)
P(k+1) = [I-K(k+ l)hT(k + l)]P(k) (3.1.24)
Equations (3.1.18),(3.1.22) and (3.1.24) are the covariance form of the recursive
least squares estimator. 9(0) and P(0) can be initialized to the same values as
in the informational form. It can be seen that if z(k) is scaler, then the
covariance form ofRLS requires no matrix inversion, and only one division.
In the development of the RLS formulas all themeasurements were weighted
by the same amount. In the case of time-varying parameters, a forgetting or
aging factormay be introduced to weight recentmeasurement more heavily
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than past ones. By introducing aweightingmatrixWwhich is diagonal into
(3.1.3)
J(9(k)) = Z(k)TWZ(k) (3.1.25)
Then (3.1.8), (3.1.14) and (3.1.19) could bewritten as
9(k) = [HT(k)WH(k)]1HT(k)WZ(k) (3.1.26)
P1(k + l) =P1(k) + h(k + l)w(k + l)hT(k+ l) (3.1.27)
K(k+ 1) = P(k+ l)h(k+ l)w(k + l) (3.1.28)
and (3.1.22) as
K(k+ 1) =P(k)h(k+ l)[hT(k+ l)P(k)h(k+ l) +w(k+ l)f1 (3.1.29)
the weighted recursive least square estimator (covariance form) equations are
9(k + l) = 9(k) + K(k + l)[z(k + l)-h(k + l)9(k)] (3.1.30)
K(k+ 1) = P(k)hT(k+ l)[h(k+ l)P(k)hT(k+ l) + w(k-r-l)]-1 (3.1.31)
P(k) = [I - K(k)h(k)]P(k-l)/w(k + 1) (3.1.32)
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3.2 Discrete Kalman Filter (Optimum Observer)
A dynamic system whose state variables are the estimates of the state variable
of another system is called an observer of the latter system. The state
estimator that is optimum with respect to the process noise and observation
noise is called aKalman filter. The Kalman filterwas first introduced by R. E.
Kalman in 1960 for discrete systems. In the development of the GSTOC a
recursive discrete Kalman filterwith time varying gains will be implemented.
The plantwill now include process andmeasurement noise.
x(k + l) = <Sx(k) -r-Tu(k) + w(k) (3.2.1)
z(k) = Hx(k) + v(k) (3.2.2)
where w(k) and v(k) are the process andmeasurement noise and are assumed
to be uncorrelated and have gaussian distributions. Where
E{w(i)wT(j)} = Q(i)8 (3.2.3)
E{v(i)vT(j)} = R(i)8.. (3.2.4)
E{w(i)vT(j)} = S = 0 (for all i and j) (3.2.5)
and the covariancematrix Q(i) is positive semidefinite and R(i) is positive
definite so that the inverse R_1(i) exists.
Disturbance w(k)may be disturbance forces acting on the system, errors in
modeling, system errors due to actuators or errors in the translation of the
known input u(k) into physical signals. The disturbance v(k) is often used to
model errors in the measurementsmade by the sensing instruments,
unavoidable disturbances that act directly on the sensors and errors in the
realization of feedback compensators using physical components. The initial
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state x(0) is unknown but themean E{x(0)} =mx(0) and covariance Px(0) are
known and x(0) is uncorrelatedwithw(i) and v(i). To derive the recursive
equations for the discrete Kalman filter, the propagation of the means and
covariances ofthe system (3.2.1) and the effects of the measurements (3.2.2)
need to be investigated. Taking the expected value of (3.2.1)
E{x(k+ 1)} = E{Ox(k) + Tu(k) + ^Fw(k)} (3.2.6)
and using the linearity of the expectation operator results in
E{x(k+ 1)} = E{$x(k)} + E{Tu(k)} +E pFw(k)} (3.2.7)
and
E{x(k+ 1)} = $E{x(k)} + TE{u(k)} +WE {w(k)} (3.2.8)
because of <I>, W, T are deterministic. Also because u(k) is a known input and
E{w(k)} = 0 from being gaussian, equation (3.2.8) can be reduced to
E{x(k+ l)} = <DE{x(k)}+ru(k) (3.2.9)
The state covariance Px(k), which is defined as E{(x(k) - mx(k))(x(k) - mx(k))T}
propagates as:
Px(k+ 1) = E{[x(k+ l)-mx(k+ l)][x(k+l)-mx(k + l)]T} (3.2.10)
= E{[0[x(k)-mx(k)]+Vw(k)][<D[x(k) -mx(k)] + 1Fw(k)]T} (3.2.11)
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= <DPx(k)0T+^Q(k)T+OE{[x(k) - mx(k)]wT(k)WT}
+WE{w(k)[x(k) - mx(k)]T}<DT (3.2.12)
Because mx(k) is not random andw(k) is zero mean, E{mx(k)wT(k)}=mx(k) and
E{wT(k)} = 0 alongwith E{w(k)mxT(k)}= 0. Since the state vector x(k) depends
at themost, on random inputw(k-l) then E{x(k)wT(k)} = E{x(k)}E{wT(k)} = 0
and E{w(k)xT(k)}= 0 then (3.2.12) reduces down to
Px(k + 1) = $Px(k)$T+ iJ/Q(OTT (3.2.13)
The first term of (3.2.13) is due to the uncertainty in the plant and the second
term is due to the process noise w(n).
To determine themeans and covariance of the output take the expected value
of(3.2.2)
mz(k) = E{z(k)} = HE{x(k)} = Hmx(k) (3.2.14)
with Ev(k) = 0 from being gaussian.
The cross covariance between the state and the output is
Pxz(k) = E{[x(k) - mx(k)][z(k) - mztk)]7} (3.2.15)
= E{[x(k) - mx(k)][H(x(k) - mx(k) + v(k)]T} (3.2.16)
= Px(k)HT (3.2.17)
For the covariance of the output
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Pz(k) = E{[z(k) - mz(k)][z(k) - mz(k)]T} (3.2.18)
= E{[H(x(k) - mx(k)+v(k)][H(x(k) - mx(k) + v(k)]1) (3.2.19)
= HPx(k)HT + R (3.2.20)
Defining the a priori estimation error covariance at time k as
x(k|k-l) = x(k) - x(k|k-l) (3.2.21)
and the associated a priori error covariance as P(k|k-1). The estimate at time k
including the outputmeasurement z(k), be denoted by x(k|k). The a posteriori
estimation error is then
x(k|k) = x(k) - x(k|k) (3.2.22)
and the associated a posteriori error covariance as P(k|k).
The Kalman filter has two steps at each time k. The time update which is x(k-
l|k-l) updated to x(k|k-l) and themeasurement update in which the
measurement z(k) updates x(k). The time updates of (3.2.9) & (3.2.13) are
x(k|k-l) = <Dx(k-l|k-l) + Tu(k-l) (3.2.23)
P(k|k-1) = <DP(k-l|k-l)^T + *FQ(k-OTT (3.2.24)
Themeasurement update of the Kalman filterwill involve computing the
linearmean-square estimate ofx(k) given z(k).
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x(k|k) = Fz(k) + g (3.2.25)
Thematrix F and the vector g need to be determined for the optimal linear
estimate ofx(k) given z(k). Byminimizing the mean-squared error of
J = E{x(k|k)xT(k|k)} (3.2.26)
= E{tr[(x(k) - x(k|k))T(x(k) - x(k|k))]} (3.2.27)
= E{tr[(x(k) - x(k|k))(x(k) - x(k|k))T]} (3.2.28)
= E{tr[(x(k) - Fz(k) - g)(x(k) - Fz(k) - g)T]} (3.2.29)
= E{tr[(x(k)-x(k|k-l)-(Fz(k) +g-x(k|k-D)
(x(k) - x(k|k-l) - (Fz(k) + g - x(k|k-l))T]} (3.2.30)
by substituting mz(k) = Hx(k|k-1) and Pzx(k) = E{(z(k) - mz(k))(z(k) - mz(k))T}
into (3.2.30)
J= tr[P(k|k-l) + F(Pz(k) +mz(k)mzT(k))FT
+ (g - x(k|k-l))(g- x(k|k-l))T+ 2Fmz(k)(g- x(k|k-l))T - 2FPzx(k)] (3.2.31)
by using d/dF tr(FXTT) = 2FX and d/dF tr(DFX) =DTXT (for anymatrix F,D
and X).
J = 2F(Pz(k)+mz(k)mzT(k))-2Pzx(k) + 2(g-x(k|k-l)mzT(k)) +
(g-x(k|k-l))(g-x(k|k-l))T (3.2.32)
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Thus tominimize J it is required that
5J/8g= 2(g - x(k|k-l))+ 2Fmz(k) = 0 (3.2.33)
and
8J/8F = 2F(Pz(k) +mz(k)mzT(k)) - 2Pxz(k)+ 2(g - x(k|k-l)mzT(k)) = 0 (3.2.34)
solving for g from (3.2.33)
g= x(k|k-l)-FmzT(k) (3.2.35)
substituting g from (3.2.35) into (3.3.34) results in
FPz(k) Pxz(k) = 0 (3.2.36)
and solving for F
F= Pxz(k)Pz-1(k) (3.2.37)
substituting (3.2.35) & (3.2.37) into (3.2.25) gives the optimal linear mean-
squared estimate for x(k)
x(k) = x(k|k-l)+Pxz(k)Pz-1(k)(z(k) - mz(k)) (3.2.38)
replacing Pxz(k), Pz_1(k) andmz(k)with previously computed values from
(3.2.17), (3.2.20) and (3.2.14) and the appropriate substitutions for P(k|k-1) and
x(k|k-l) into (3.2.38) result in
x(k|k) = x(k|k-l)+
P(k|k-l)HT(HP(k|k-l)HT+R)1(z(k) - Hx(k|k-1)) (3.2.39)
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Equation (3.2.39) is the optimal linear estimate a posteriori estimate ofx(k)
given the a priori estimate x(k|k-l) and the new measurement z(k). In
computing the a posteriori error covariance P(k|k) it is known that the linear
mean-squared estimate is unbiased E{x(k)}=mx(k) or E{x(k|k)}= 0 and using
(3.2.38)
E{x(k|k)}=E{x(k) - x(k|k)} (3.2.40)
- E{(x(k) - x(k|k-l)) - Pxz(k)Pz"1(k)(z(k) - mz(k))} (3.2.41)
= E{x(k) - x(k|k-l)} (3.2.42)
= E{x(k|k-1)} (3.2.43)
Therefore, x(k|k) provides an unbiased estimate ofx(k) as long as x(k|k-l) is
unbiased and from (3.2.1) and (3.2.9)
E{x(k|k-1)} = E{x(k) - x(k|k-l)} (3.2.44)
= E{x(k) - Ox(k|k) - Tu(k-l) (3.2.45)
= $E{x(k-l) - x(k|k)} (3.2.46)
= 0>E{x(k|k)} (3.2.47)
shows that x(k|k-l) provides an unbiased estimate ifx(k-l|k-l) does. If the
initial estimate of the state is selected such that
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x(0) = mx(0) (3.2.48)
which is known, then the initial estimate is unbiased. Using (3.2.38) to find
P(k|k)
P(k|k) = E{x(k|k)xT(k|k)} = E{(x(k) - x(k|k))(x(k) xfklk))1} (3.2.49)
= E{[(x(k) - x(k|k-l)) - Pxz(k)Pz1(k)(z(k) - mz(k))]
[(x(k) - x(k|k-l)) - Pxz(k)Pz1(k)(z(k) - mz(k))]T} (3.2.50)
= P(k|k-1) - Pxz(k)Pz1(k)Pzx(k) - Pxz(k)Pz'1(k)Pzx(k)
+ Pxz(k)Pz1(k)Pz(k)Pz"1(k)Pzx(k) (3.2.51)
or
P(k|k)= P(k|k-1) - PxzCWPz-HkJP^k) (3.2.52)
Using (3.2.17) & (3.2.20) into (3.2.52) with the appropriate substitution by
P(k|k-1)
P(k|k) = P(k|k-1) + R^HPtelk-l) (3.2.53)
Equation (3.2.53) is known as thematrix Riccati equation for P(k|k) or by
using thematrix inversion lemma
P(k|k)= [P(k|k-l)-1 + (HTR-1H)-1l-1 (3.2.54)
By letting
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K(k) = P(k|k-l)HT[HP(k|k-l)HT + RJ-^PCklkJlTR-1 (3.2.55)
then (3.2.39) could bewritten as
x(k|k) = x(k|k-l) + P(k|k)HTR"1[z(k) - Hx(k|k-1)] (3.2.56)
x(k|k) = x(k|k-l) + K(k)[z(k) - Hx(k|k-1)] (3.2.57)
K(k) is the Kalman gain matrix and it show the influence of the new
measurement z(k) inmodifying the a priori estimate x(k|k-l). The quantity
[z(k) Hx(k|k-1)] is called the residual and is an a priori output estimation
error, since Hx(k|k-1) provides an estimate of the output. Substituting K(k)
into (3.2.53) gives
P(k|k)= [I-K(k)H]P(k|k-l) (3.2.58)
The recursive equations for the Kalman filter are:
x(k|k-l) = <x(k-l|k-l) + Tu(k-l) (3.2.23)
x(k|k) = x(k|k-l) + K(k)[z(k) - Hx(k|k-1)] (3.2.57)
K(k) =
P(k|k-l)HT[HP(k|k-l)HT + R]"1 (3.2.55)
P(k|k-1) =
dj>P(k-l|k-l)<ST + 1FQ(k)WT (3.2.24)
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P(k-l|k-l) = [I - K(k)H]P(k|k-l) (3.2.58)
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3.3 Control Law
In control system design it is desirable to specify the closed-loop dynamic
performance of the system under control or optimally control the state
variables and or the control variable. The design of the controller results in
the assignment of the poles of the closed-loop transfer function, themethod is
known as pole-placement. Pole-placement using state variable feedback is
where all the internal states are available for feedback either in their
measured quantity or their estimated quantities. Pole-placement design can
speed up the response ofa sluggish system. The procedure in finding the gain
matrix L of the GSTOC will useAckerman's formula. Ackerman's formula is
based on a transformation from a general systemmatrix $ to that of a control
canonical form. Given the discrete single-input single-output state space
model
x(k+ l) = <J>x(k) + Tu(k) (3.3.1)
and choosing the control input u(k) to be a linear combination of the states
u(k) = -Lx(k) (3.3.2)
where
L = [h 12 13 -.. InJ (3-3.3)
then (3.3.1) could be written as
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x(k + l) = (4>-rL)x(k) (3.3.4)
Given the characteristic equation
P(z) = zn + Pn-iz""1 + pn-2Zn"2 + .... +P1Z+ pn (3.3.5)
If the system of (3.3.1) is in the control canonical form shown in (3.3.6)
x(k + l) =
0 10
0 0 1
0
0
-an -ai -Q2 -an-i
x(k) +
0
0
u(k) (3.3.6)
with the characteristic equation
a(z) = |zl- A| = zn -l-an.iz11-1+ an.2zn-2 + + aiz +a0 (3.3.7)
andwith
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TL =
0
0
h h l3 .... In
0 0 0 .... 0
0 0 0 .... 0
h I2 13 .... In
(3.3.8)
Then the closed loop systemmatrix is
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
-(an+ li) -(ai+l2) -(02 + 13) .... -(an-i + ln)
(3.3.9)
and the characteristic equation of |zl-d>+TL| as
zn + (Qn-i + ljz11-1 + (an-2 + ln-l>n-2+ ... + (ai + l2)z+ (an + U) (3.3.10)
then by equating coefficients in (3.3.5) & (3.3.10) results in the gains
li+1 = ai-pi (3.3.11)
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In general the system under interest is not in control canonical form. Given
that the system is reachable, a transformationmatrix T needs to found to
convert the system to the form of (3.3.6). By defining an arbitrary
transformation of the state vector x(k) to w(k) by
Tx(k) = w(k) (3.3.12)
the new set of state equations are
x(k + 1) = <>x(k) + Tu(k) (3.3.13)
w(k+ 1) = T$x(k) + Tu(k) (3.3.14)
w(k + l) = TtfPMk) + TTu(k) (3.3.15)
For the correct choice ofT, T<J>T_1 can be put into control canonical form. Define
Tr^T"1 as 4>c and TT as Tc. By defining a matrix called the controllabilitymatrix
wc = cr $r ... $n2r 4>nlr] (3.3.16)
and
wcc = [rc <j>crc ... (>cn-2rc <$>cnlrc] (3.3.17)
Wcc = [TT (Tr^T-^TT ... (TtfT^Tr (T$T1)n-1Tr] (3.3.18)
Wcc = TWC (3.3.19)
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T = WCCWC1 (3.3.20)
P($) = $?+ pi^11"1 + p2$n-2 + +pnI (3.3.21)
where <J) is the systemmatrix of the transformed system (3.3.6). Then by using
the Caley-Hamilton theorem
P($) = in + (pi-ai)^-1 + (p2-a2)rin-2 + +(Pn-an)I (3.3.22)
The last row of <k is zero except in position n-k which is then
t = [0 0 0 0 1]P($) (3.3.23)
but ^=(T$T-X) then
L = Z.T = [ 00 0 0 UPOtyT-^T (3.3.24)
= [0 0 0 0 1]TP($) (3.3.25)
butT = WccWc-1and[0 0 0 0 1]WCC = [ 0 0 0 0 1], then
L = LWCC Wc"1 = [ 0 0 0 0 UW^P^) (3.3.26)
which isAckerman's formula.
Given the desiredmatrix polynomial ac(A) = An + an-iAnl + ... 4- anl. Then
l = to o o ... i] [ r <j>r... <r2r
^ri-1
ac(A) 0.3.27)
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The next question that needs to be answered is where should the closed - loop
poles be placed. Some guideline that govern the choice of the closed-loop poles
are:[5]
Select a bandwidth high enough to achieve the desired speed of response. In
practical systems, there are limits on the control input. If the control signal
generated by the linear feedback law u(k) = -Lx(k) is larger than possible
or permissible, there may be potential damaging effects to the plant or
drive the plant into a non-linear region and (3.3.1) will not accurately
model the plant.
Keep the bandwidth low enough to avoid exciting unmodeled high-
frequency effects and undesired response to noise.
Place the poles at approximately uniform distances from the origin for
efficient use of the control effort.
The broad guidelines above allow plenty of latitude for the special needs of
individual applications.
As a result from optimization theory, closed loop poles in the
"Butterworth"
configuration is often suitable placement. The
"Butterworth"
configuration
places the poles radially at an uniform distance from the origin in left half
plane. The roots of the Butterworth polynomials are given by:
(s/o0)2m = (-Dm+1 (3-3-28 )
The farther away from the open loop poles, the closed loop poles are placed, the
greater the gainmatrix. Also, control system gains are inversely proportional
the controllabilitymatrix. The less controllable the system, the larger the
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gains to effect a change in the system poles. Bandwidth is determined
primarily by its dominant poles, i.e., the poleswith real parts closest to the
origin.
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4. PLANT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Plant
A LJE DC motor module, a general diagram shown in Fig. #6, will be used as
the plant in order to develop the GSTOC. The DC motor is a Phillips model
MB-12. The motor is capable ofbeing driven at speeds ofup to 2,500 rpm in
either direction. An analog voltage in the range of +/- 5 volts determines the
speed and direction of rotation. A second DC motor driven directly by the first
provides an analog feedback voltage in the range of +/- 5 volts proportional to
the speed and direction of rotation. An eddy current brake, which uses a
permanent magnet to create a magnetic field inwhich an aluminum disc
rotates, is used to introduce torque disturbances on the motor. The brake has
three settings: 1. OFF, 2. Mid position, 3. Fully On. The motormodule also has
a continuous rotation potentiometer, which is driven by an output shaft geared
down by a ratio of 9:1 from the motor. The potentiometer gives an analog
feedback voltage in the range of +/- 2.5 volts proportional to the position of the
motor.
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Fig. #6: LJE DC MotorModule
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4.2 MATHEMATICALMODEL
The mathematicalmodel of a the LJE DC servomotor used in this application
will be developed in this section. The general electrical characteristics of a DC
motor is:
L di(t)/dt + R i(t) = V - emf (4.2.1)
where
L is the inductance of the motor armature (henries)
R is the resistance of themotor armature (ohms)
V is the applied voltage (volts)
i(t) is the current through the armature (amps)
di(t)/dt is the instantaneous current (amps/sec)
emf is the back emf = Ke d9(t)/dt
where
Ke is a constant (Volts/rad/sec)
d9(t)/dt is rotational velocity (rad/sec)
The general mechanical characteristics ofa DC motor is:
Jm d29(t)/dt2 + Bd9(t)/dt + K9(t) = TL - JLd29(t)/dt2 (4.2.2)
where
Jm is themotor inertia (Kg m2)
9(t) is rotational position (rad)
d9(t)/dt is rotational velocity (rad/sec)
d29(t)/dt2 is rotational acceleration (rad/sec2)
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K is a stiffness constant (N m/rad)
B is a damping constant (N m/rad/sec)
JL is the load inertia (Kg-m2)
TL is the load torque = Kp i(t)
where
KT is the torque constant (N-m/A)
i(t) is the current through the armature
Combining and simplifying 4.2.1 & 4.2.2 and assuming that the electrical time
constant ismuch shorter than themechanical time constant yields
d29(t)/dt2 = Kj/JR * V - (B/J + KT Ke/JR) * d9(t)/dt (4.2.3)
Letting x(t) = d29(t)/dt2
x(t) = d9(t)/dt
the scaler model of the DC motor can be defined as
x(t) = KT/JR * u(t) - (B/J + Kp Ke/JR) * x(t) (4.2.4)
Substituting the LJE DC motor parameter values
R = 2 ohms
Kt = 0.007 N-m/A
Ke = 0.008 V/rad/sec
B = 30.3 E 10'6 N-m/rad/sec
Jm = 17.5 E 10"6 Kg-m2
Ktach = 0.017 V/rad/sec
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the resulting equation of the unloaded DC motor is:
x(t) = 3.4 u(t) - 3.331 x(t) (4.2.5)
Using theMatlab function c2d and a sampling time of lOmSec the discrete
scalermodel of the DC motor is:
x(k + 1) = 0.96723867 x(k) + 0.03344 u(k) (4.2.6)
where x(k) is rotational velocity state and u(k) is the control voltage. Equation
(4.2.6) is of the form (3.3.1).
The loaded scaler model of the DC motor was found experimentally and the
resulting equation is:
x(t) = 5.59 u(t) - 5.4795 x(t) (4.2.7)
and the discrete equation is:
x(k+ 1) = 0.9466792 x(k) + 0.0543961 u(k) (4.2.8)
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5. DSP IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Parameter Identification
In the parameter identification part of the GSTOC, which uses the RLS
informational form with a forgetting factor, the unknown parameters of 9 in
(3.1.1) thatwere estimated, are $ and T of (3.3.1). The values ofH of (3.1.1) are
known functions based on the pair ofobservations z(k) and u(k) obtained in the
experiment. The recursive equations (3.1.30), (3.1.31) and (3.1.32) were used
in the GSTOC algorithm. Bierman's U-D covariance factorizationmethod [7]
was used in the RLS estimation for the matrix P(k) in (3.1.32). The
factorization offers computational savings, numerical stability and reductions
in computer storage requirements. The factorization states thatmatrix P(k)
can be factored as
P = U D UT
with U as an unit upper triangularmatrix and D is a diagonalmatrix.
Computingwith triangularmatrices involves fewer arithmetic operations,
which is preferred in a real time applications.
A three variable forgetting factor was also used in the algorithm. The three
values were: none, if the estimation errorwas less than a certain value, no
update was done, a value of 0.999 for slowly changing parameters and a value
of 0.95 for fast changing parameters. The initial values for 9 in (3.3.1) were the
loaded experimentally obtained values of$ and V of (4.2.8).
5.2 Kalman Filter
The Kalman filterwill be implemented with straight line coding of the
recursive equations (3.2.23), (3.2.24), (3.2.55), (3.2.57) and (3.2.58). 32 bit
integermathmacros, needed for extended integer precision, were used in the
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computations. The value for R in (3.2.55) was determined from data obtained
from the experiments. The value for Q in (3.2.24) was chosen to give the best
results. The initial values for P(k-l|k-l) in (3.2.58), P(k|k-1) in (3.2.4) andK(k)
in (3.2.55) were obtained using the DLQE Matlab function on the parameters
from (4.2.8) and the chosen values ofR and Q.
5.3 Control Law
The computing of the gainmatrix was implemented with straight line coding
ofAckerman's formula (3.3.27). The initial value of the pole for the desired
characteristic equation was chosen as not to produce a large valued gain
matrix.
5.4 Scaling
When using fixed-point arithmetic it is usually necessary to perform scaling on
the controller to be implemented.[6] Two objectives ofscaling are to fit the
data which is computed during the course ofstate equation calculations into
the limited number range of the DSP, so that overflows are avoided without
provoking excessive signal quantation effects and the other is to alter the
coefficients in such a way that they fit into the coefficient number range.
Input / output scaling transforms the internal fractional representations of a
number to the external physical variables. The input to themotor (output of
the D/A) is +/- 5 volts. A -I- 1 to -1 in the DSP would represent a + 5 volt to -5
volts input to themotor. The scaling of the numbers used the GSTOC
algorithm had to be watch carefully so as not to overflow the computed
required values returned from the various subroutines.
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5.5 Division
Since the TMS320C25 doesn't have a divide instruction, a way ofdoing an
inverse operation had to be implemented. One way to accomplish this is to use
approximation techniques using the solution ofnon-linear equations. This
method requires that a solution for the equation
g(x) = 0 (5.5.1)
be found. Onemeans for find a solution for (5.5.1) is byNewton-Raphson
iteration. Consider the Taylor series expansion for g(x):
g(x+ h) = g(x) + hg\x) + r(x,h) (5.5.2)
where r(x,h) is the remainder and can be considered small and g'(x) is the first
derivative ofg(x). Leaving off the remainder and in terms of incremental
values ofx the approximation:
g(x[i + l]) = g(x[i]) + {x[i + l] x[i]}g'(x[i]) (5.5.3)
Solving for x[i + 1] and with g(x) = 0 yields the approximation
x[i + 1] = x[i] - g(x[i])/g'(x[i]) (5.5.4)
thus x[i + 1] will converge to a solution of g(x) = 0.
To find an inverse of a number c (1/c) one can write:
g(x[i]) = l/x[i] - c = 0, (5.5.5)
which is solved when 1/x = c or x = 1/c. Taking the derivative of (5.5.5) and
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substituting in (5.5.4) and simplifying gives:
x[i + l] = x[i]{2-cx[i]} (5.5.6)
The initial guess for x[0] can also be approximated. The inverse ofc as:
1/c = l/m*2-e (5.5.7)
A good seed for the iteration of the inverse of c would be 2e.
One must take precautions using thismethod in that for certain values of c,
the inverse may not converge.
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6. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
A TMS320 Analog Interface Board (AIB) provided an interface from the
TMS320C25 to the plant. The AIB is an analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog
conversion board used as a preliminary target system with the SWDS or in a
stand alone configuration. The AIB has the following set offeatures:
A 16 - bitAnalog to Digital Convertorwith a -10V to + 10V analog input
range with amaximum conversion time of 17uSec.
A 16 - bit Digital toAnalog convertorwith a -10V to + 10V analog output
range with a 3uSec settling time.
Sampling rate clock with a programmable range of 5MHz to 76Hzwith a
usable range of58.8KHz to 76Hz (limited by the conversion range of the
A/D).
On-boardmemory 4K x 16 to 64K x 16 for stand alone operation.
Anti-aliasing and smoothing filters.
Fig. #7 shows a block diagram of the system configuration used in the GSTOC,
PC with
SWDS
AIB AnalogOut Plant
(ControlVoltage)
Analog In
(Motor)
, *
(velocity V/rad/sec)
Fig.#7: System Configuration
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7. DSP CODE
The development and testing of the GSTOC algorithmwas done on the Texas
Instruments Software Development System (SWDS). The SWDS is a PC-
resident software development/debugging toolwith the following features:
Full speed 40 MHz TMS320C25 DSP
48 Kbytes (24 K 16-bit words) ofno wait state RAM
RAM configurable between program and data space memory
8 breakpoints on instruction acquisition
Window-oriented debugger screen
Data logging allowing I/O operations to disk files
The complete GSTOC code is listed in Appendix A. The code for the GSTOC
algorithm is organized as follows:
INITIALIZE
load constants from programmemory to data memory
clear variables
initialize AIB board
wait for interrupt
ISRO
get input z(k)
compute ERR = z(k) - ye(k|k-l)
Parameter Estimation
compute prediction err PERR = HT(k) * THETA(k)
update diagonal, off-diagonal elements ofP and the gain values
U(i,i),U(ij) andB
update the estimated parameters THETA(k) = THETA(k) +
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B*PERR
State Estimation
update the covariancematrix
calculate the Kalman gain values
update the state estimate
update the error covariancematrix
Pole-placementGain
calculate the gainmatrix
GSTOC
calculate x(k|k)
calculate the control signal v(k)
saturate the control signal u(k)
update the estimate x(k|k-l)
return to wait for interrupt
By using the timer on the TMS320C25, the number of cycles for each part of
the GSTOC algorithm was determined, and the results are shown in Table #1.
From Table #1 the total execution time for the interrupt service routine is
77uSec, therefore themaximum sampling frequency is 12.9 KHz. This
represents a 0.77% utilization of the DSP at lOmSec sampling rate.
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Code section Bytes used Cycles
Initialize 40
Input 15
Parameter
Estimation 170 390
State
Estimation 100 156
Regulator
parameters
37 106
Rounding
routine
21 *
GSTOC 103
Total 394 770
Table #1: Code space and cycles for each part
of the GSTOC algorithm. * included
as needed in each code section.
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8. RESULTS
The data for the following graphswere obtained by sampling the output using
the analog to digital converter on the AIB. The value at each sampling instant
was stored into datamemory of the SWDS. Then using the SWDS, the data
was dumped to a floppy disk. The datawas then converted from the hex format
to a usable form that could be graphed. The velocity data graphs show a
response to a step reference velocity input and then after 400 samples, a step
torque disturbancewas applied to the system.
The following graphs illustrate the effects of closed loop adaptive control. Fig.
#8 shows the open-loop response to a decrease in the load torque. In the open-
loop configuration any changes in the load torque, causes uncompensated
changes in themotor speed. In Fig. #8 the decrease in torque at the load
increased the speed of the motor from a nominal 118 rad/sec to 168 rad/sec,
whichwas to be expected. The speed of the motor increased by 42%. Also, any
parameter variations such as tolerances betweenmotors andwear over time
will cause changes in the speed of the motor. Fig. #9 shows the effect to a
decrease in load torque for a unity feedback loop controller. The unity
feedbackwill reduce the sensitivity, of the motor, to changes in the load
torque. In Fig. #9, the increase in motor speed to the change in load torque
from the nominal to 144 rad/sec, a 22% increase. Fig. #10 is the adaptive
controller with a 10 mSec sampling rate and the closed loop pole is set at 0.7.
The closed loop pole at 0.7 was chosen as not to generate high gain values in
the pole placement feedback controller. As shown in Fig. #10, there is very
little overshoot due to the close approximation of the closed loop pole to the
open loop system pole. Fig. #10 shows an error in the adaptation causing an
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error in the velocity and slow convergence. Fig. #11 iswith the closed loop
pole set at 0.5. In this figure there is a just noticeable increase in the overshoot
from Fig. #10, due to moving the closed loop pole farther away from the open
loop system pole, which causes the feedback gains to increase thus driving the
plant harder. The increase gainwas thought to decrease the error in the
output velocity. In Figs. #10 & #11, the 10 mSec sampling rate cause errors in
the parameter estimation algorithm producing slow convergence and large
steady state errors in the output velocity. Fig. #12 is the adaptive controller
with a 1 mSec sampling rate and the closed loop pole set at 0.7. In Fig. #12 the
overshoot due to the faster sampling rate is due to the position of the open loop
pole being closer to the unit circle causing a 37.5% overshoot. This high
overshoot shouldn't be a problem. This figure shows no steady state error in
the output velocity. The adaptation is complete in approximately 115 samples,
which at 1 mSec is 115 mSec. Fig. #13 is the response to the decrease in torque
with the closed loop pole set at 0.9. The overshoot is just noticeably lower, but
still high at 35%. Fig. #13 shows the same zero steady state error in the
output velocity and about the same adaptation time.
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Figure #8: Open Loop Response at a lOmSec sampling rate
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Figure #9: Closed Loop Response at a lOmSec sampling rate
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Figure #10: Closed Loop Responsewith 10 mSec sampling and closed loop
pole set at 0.7
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Figure #11: Closed Loop Responsewith 10 mSec sampling and closed loop
pole set at 0.5
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Figure #12: Closed Loop Responsewith 1 mSec sampling and closed loop pole
set at 0.7
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Figure #13: Closed Loop Response with 1 mSec sampling and closed loop pole
set at 0.9
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9. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this paper was not to compare deterministic control and
adaptive control, but to show that a digital signal processor (DSP), such as the
TMS320C25, could be utilized as an adaptive controller. It was shown that
modern control state-space theories such such as Kalman filters and state-
feedback and estimation techniques such as Recursive Least Squares can be
implemented in real time for adaptive control with DSPs. The use of an
adaptive controller has proven to be useful if system or disturbance
parameters are varying. Typical system parameters for a D.C. motor are
resistance, inductance, torque and back e.m.f constants and damping
coefficient, which can vary due to aging . Since none of these parameters were
changing and only a step torque disturbance was occurring, a deterministic
controller, optimized for the given set ofparameters would have give the same
results as the GSTOC adaptive controller and utilized less of the processing
power of the TMS320C25. But, the deterministic controllerwould have
exhibited a performance degradation, if the system parameterswere to vary.
In the estimation of the parameters, the torque disturbancewasn't one the
parameters being estimated but could have been included, to provide better
control of the system under analysis. The results show that the GSTOC
algorithm using the TMS320C25 DSP can be utilized in an adaptive control
system. The faster sampling time, which produced less error in the velocity
after the torque disturbance, did not load the processing power of the DSP
appreciably. The large overshoot at start-up could be ignored if the steady-
state velocity is ofprimary concern. The adaptation, to the decrease in torque,
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took approximately 115 mSecwhich is good for real time applications. The use
of integer arithmetic and scalingwas a major contributor to the speed of
adaptation and a two state variable position and velocity adaptive controller or
a three state variable, such as a current, position and velocity adaptive
controller could be implementedwithout taxing the processing power of the
TMS320C25 DSP greatly.
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GSTOC. ASM
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30 0000
31 0001
32 0002
33 0003
34 0004
35 0005
36 0006
37 0007
38 0008
39 000a
40 000c
41 OOOe
42 0010
43 0011
44 0012
45 0013
46 0014
47 0015
PAGE
****************************,,,,,,,,, ****************************
* GENERAL SELF-TUNING OBSERVER CONTROLLER FOR THE TMS320C25 *
* AUTHOR: JOHN F. SEWARD, JR. *
*
.
*
.MMREGS
.LENGTH 50
*
.REF ROUND, POLE
.REF STATE, PARAM
*
.DEF A,G,K,L
.DEF XE,XK,R,ERR,YE
.DEF NEWPOLE,Z,V,U, TEMP, GUESS, C
..DEF PERR,ONE,INVG,GDET
.DEF UM1,U12,VJ,U22,B2
.DEF ZM1,U11,B1,AJLAST,FJ
.DEF ALPHAJ,R, GAMMA, PJ
.DEF BETA, LAMBDA, REF, CLOCK
.DEF P,W,W0,X0,Y0,PROD,ONEQ14
.DEF S,QW,RV,DET,ADET,WDET,INVW
.DEF MAXNUM,MINNUM,UMAX,UMIN,REFERR
*
* RESERVE SPACE IN DATA MEMORY FOR CONSTANTS AND VARAIBLES
DTBEG .BSS A,l ; THE PHI MATRIX
THE GAMMA VECTOR
THE KALMAN GAIN VECTOR
THE CONTROLLER GAIN VECTOR
THE COVARIANCE MATRIX
;THE KALMAN COVARIANCE MATRIX
BSS G,l
BSS K,l
BSS L,l
BSS Ull.l
BSS U12.1
BSS U22.1
BSS R,l
BSS P,2
BSS S,2
BSS QW,2
BSS RV,2
BSS MAXNUM,1
BSS MINNUM.l
BSS UMAX , 1
BSS UMIN,1
BSS ONE.l
BSS ONEQ14,l
MAXIMUM NUMBER
MINIMUM NUMBER
SATURATION LIMITS
;ONE 1
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48 0016
49 0017
50 0018
51 0019
52 001a
53 001b
54
55 001c
56 OOld
57 OOle
58 OOlf
59 0020
60 0021
61 0022
62 0023
63 0024
64 0025
65 0026
66 0027
67 0028
68 0029
69 002a
70 002b
71 002d
72 002f
73 0031
74 0032
75 0033
76 0034
77 0035
78 0036
79 0037
80 0038
81 0039
82 003a
83 003b
84 003c
85 003d
86 003f
87 0041
88
89
90
91
92
PAGE
DTEND
.BSS NEWP0LE.1
.BSS MODE , 1
.BSS Bl,l
.BSS B2,l
.BSS CLOCK, 1
.BSS REF.l
PARAME TERS IN DATA MEMORY
.BSS XE,1 STATE VECTOR X(K+1 K)
.BSS XK,1 VECTOR X(K|K)
.BSS YE,1 ESTIMATE OF Y
.BSS ERR,1 ERROR
.BSS REFERR,1
.BSS INVG.l
.BSS GUESS, 1
.BSS GDET,1
.BSS C,l
.BSS U,l
.BSS UM1.1
.BSS V,l
.BSS Z,l
.BSS ZM1.1
.BSS PERR.l
.BSS X0,2
.BSS Y0,2
.BSS W0, 2
.BSS INVW.l
.BSS WDET,1
.BSS
ADET,1
.BSS
DET.l
.BSS VJ,1
.BSS FJ,1
.BSS
PJ,1
.BSS
ALPHAJ.l
.BSS
AJLAST.l
.BSS GAMMA, 1
.BSS
BETA.l
.BSS LAMBDA, 1
.BSS
W,2
.BSS TEMP, 2
.BSS PROD, 2
OOOf SCALE .EQU 15
*
* BEGIN PROGRAM MEMORY
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;RS/ BEGINS PROCESSING HERE
;INT0/ BEGINS PROCESSING HERE
;INT1/ BEGINS PROCESSING HERE
;INT2/ BEGINS PROCESSING HERE
GSTOC. ASM
93 0000
.SECT
"vectors"
94 *
95 0000
0001
ff80
0000'
RESET B INIT
96 *
97 0002
0003
ff80
002C
INTO B ISRO
98 0004
0005
ff80
0074'
INT1 B ISR1
99 0006
0007
ff80
0075'
INT2 B ISR2
100 *
101 0000 .SECT "auxvects
102 *
103 0000
0001
ff80
0076'
TINT B TIME
104 0002
0003
ff80
0077'
RINT B RCV
105 0004
0005
ff80
0078'
XINT B XMT
106 *
107 0006
0007
ff80
0079'
USER B PROC
108 *
109 * STORE PARAMETER
110 0000 .DATA
111 0000" PTABLE .SET $
112 0000 61bc .WORD 25020
113 0001 12b6 .WORD 4790
114 0002 0214 .WORD 532
115 0003 06f5 .WORD 1781
116 0004 0070 .WORD 112
117 0005 476c .WORD 18284
118 0006 03aa .WORD 938
119 0007 799a .WORD 31130
120 0008
0009
0c9c
0000
.LONG 3228
121 000a
000b
0c7a
0000
.LONG
3194
122 000c
OOOd
46dc
0003
.LONG
214748
123 OOOe
OOOf
9668
0004
.LONG
300648
124 0010 7fff .WORD 32767
125 0011 8000 .WORD -32768
TIMER INTERRUPT PROCESSING
SERIAL PORT RECEIVE PROCESSING
SERIAL PORT TRANSMIT PROCESSING
;TRAP VECTOR PROCESSING BEGINS
A-Q15
G-Q15
K-Q15
L-Q12
U11-Q15
U12-Q14
U22-Q15
R
P-Q31
;S-Q31
;QW-Q31
;RV-Q31
;MAXIMUM NUMBER
;MINIMUM NUMBER
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126 0012
127 0013
128 0014
129 0015
130 0016
131 0017
132 0018
133 0019
134 001a
135 001b
136
137
138
139
140 0000
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165 0000
166 0001
167 0002
168 0003
169 0004
170 0005
7fff
8000
0001
4000
599a
0001
01e8
ffl8
3caf
2328
001b"
ceOl
5500
ce03
ce07
ce09
c800
PTEND
.WORD 32767
.WORD -32768
.WORD 1
.WORD 16384
.WORD 22938
.WORD 1
.WORD 488
.WORD -232
.WORD 15535
.WORD 9000
.SET $-1
INITIALIZE
; SATURATION LIMITS
ONE 1
ONE Q14
NEWPOLE-Q15(.8)
MODE
Bl
B2
CLOCK
REFERNCE
.TEXT
THE BRANCH INSTRUCTION AT PROGRAM MEMORY LOCATION 0
DIRECTS EXECUTION TO BEGIN HERE FOR RESET PROCESSING
THAT INITIALIZES THE PROCESSOR. WHEN RESET IS APPLIED,
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS ARE ESTABLISHED FOR THE STATUS
AND OTHER INTERNAL REGISTERS:
ST0:
ST1:
ARP
XXX
ARB
XXX
OV
0
OVM
X
CNF
0
* REGISTER
* DRR
* DXR
* TIM
* PRD
* IMR
* GREG
TC
X
ADDRESS
>0000
>0001
>0002
>0003
>0004
>0005
SXM
1
INTM
1
11
11
DP
XXXXXXXXX
HM
1
FSM
1
XF
1
FO
0
TXM
0
PM
00
DATA
XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
mi mi mi mi
mi mi mi mi
mi mi nxx xxxx
mi mi oooo oooo
RESERVED XINT RINT
IMR: 111111111 X X
TINT
X
INT2
X
INT1
X
INTO
X
INIT DINT
NOP
SOVM
SSXM
SPM
LDPK
;DISABLE INTERRUPTS
SET OVERFLOW MODE
SET SIGN EXT. MODE
1 BIT LEFT SHIFTING FROM P REGISTER
POINT DP REGISTER TO DATA PAGE 0
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171 0006 558f
172 0007 caOl
173 0008 6004
174
175
176
177 0009 caOO
178 000a c760
179 000b cblf
180 000c 60a0
181
182 OOOd d700
OOOe 0200
183 OOOf cbff
184 0010 60a0
185
186 0011 d700
0012 0300
187 0013 cbff
188 0014 60a0
189
190
191
192
193 0015 dOOO
0016 0000-
194 0017 5588
195 0018 cblb
196 0019 fcaO
001a OOOO"
197
198
199
200
201
202 001b c800-
203 001c caOO
204 OOld 601c-
205 OOle 601e-
206 OOlf 6025-
207 0020 601f-
208 0021 6020-
209 0022 6027-
210 0023 602a-
211
LARP 7
LACK 01H
SACL IMR
PAGE 5
POINT TO AUX. REGISTER 7
LOAD ACC WITH 01 TO ENABLE INTO
ENABLE ALL INTERRUPTS VIA IMR
INTERNAL DATA MEMORY INITIALIZATION
ZAC
LARK AR7 60H
RPTK 31
SACL *+
LRLK AR7 200H
RPTK 255
SACL *+
LRLK AR7 300H
RPTK 255
SACL *+
;ZERO THE ACCUMULATOR
; POINT TO BLOCK B2
; STORE ZERO IN ALL 32 LOCATIONS
; POINT TO BLOCK BO
;ZERO ALL OF PAGES 4 AND 5
; POINT TO BLOCK Bl
;ZERO ALL OF PAGES 6 AND 7
THE PROCESSOR IS INITIALIZED. THE REMAINING APPLICATION
DEPENDENT PART OF THE SYSTEM SHOULD NOW BE INITIALIZED.
LRLK ARO.DTBEG
LARP ARO
RPTK PTEND-PTABLE
BLKP PTABLE,*+
;AR0 POINTS TO BEGINING OF DATA BLOCK
;SET UP COUNTER
;MOVE DATA
COEFFINCENTS LOADED INTO DATA MEMORY
INITIALIZE VARIABLES
LDPK A
ZAC
SACL XE
SACL YE
SACL U
SACL ERR
SACL REFERR
SACL V
SACL PERR
; POINT TO CORRECT PAGE
;CLEAR VARIABLES
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212 0024 e417-
213 0025 e31a-
214 0026 d700
0027 1000
215
216 0028 ceOO
217 0029 5500
218 002a ff80
002b 0029'
219
220
221
222 002c 8228-
223 002d 4028-
224 002e 558f
225 002f 68a8
226 0030 441e-
227 0031 691f-
228 0032 4028-
229 0033 441b-
230 0034 6820-
231 0035 fe80
0036 0000!
232 0037 fe80
0038 0000!
233 0039 fe80
003a 0000!
234
235
236
237 003b 2flc-
238 003c 3clf-
239 003d 3802-
240 003e cel5
241 003f dOOO
0040 OOld-
242 0041 fe80
0042 0000!
243
244
245
246
247 0043 2flb-
248
249 0044 3c03-
WAIT
ISR0
OUT MODE.PA4
OUT CLOCK, PA3
LRLK AR7,1000H
EINT
NOP
;SAMPLING PERIOD 10MSEC
; ENABLE ALL INTERRUPTS
;WAIT FOR INTERRUPT
WAIT
INTERRUPT 0 DOES THE FILTERING AND ESTIMATING
; INPUT THE SAMPLED Z
;FORM ERR Z(K) YE(K|K-1)
IN Z.PA2
ZALH Z
LARP AR7
SACH *+,0,0
SUBH YE
SACH ERR,1
ZALH Z
SUBH REF
SACH REFERR
CALL PARAM
CALL STATE
CALL POLE
;FORM REFERR Z(K) R(K)
COMPUTE X(K|K) X(K|K-1) + K
* ERR
LAC XE, SCALE
LT ERR
MPY K
APAC
LRLK ARO.XK
;CALCULATE X(K|K)
CALL ROUND
COMPUTE CONTROL SIGNAL U(K) -L
* X(K|K) + REFERNCE
LAC REF, SCALE
LT L
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250 0045 381d- MPY XK
251 0046 cel6 SPAC
252 0047 dOOO
0048 0027-
LRLK AR0,V
253 0049 fe80
004a 00001
CALL ROUND
254
255 004b 4027- ZALH V
256 004c 4413- SUBH UMIN
257 004d f380
004e 0057'
BLZ LOWER1
258 004f 4027- ZALH V
259 0050 4412- SUBH UMAX
260 0051 f380
0052 005e'
BLZ SAME
261 0053 4012- ZALH UMAX
262 0054 6825- SACH U
263 0055 ff80
0056 0062'
B FIN
264 0057 4013- LOWER1 ZALH UMIN
265 0058 6825- SACH U
266 0059 5500 NOP
267 005a 5500 NOP
268 005b 5500 NOP
269 005c ff80
005d 0062'
B FIN
270 005e 4027- SAME ZALH V
271 005f 6825- SACH U
272 0060 5500 NOP
273 0061 5500 NOP
274 0062 e225- FIN OUT U,PA2
275 *
276 * UPDATE THE EST]
277 *
278 0063 caOO ZAC
279 0064 3cld- LT XK
280 0065 3800- MPY A
281 0066 3d25- LTA U
282 0067 3801- MPY G
283 0068 3d02- LTA K
284 0069 381f- MPY ERR
285 006a 3alb- MPYA REF
286 006b cel5 APAC
287 006c dOOO
006d 001c-
LRLK ARO.XE
PAGE
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ZALH XE
SACH YE
EINT
RET
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288 006e fe80 CALL ROUND
006f 0000!
289
290 *
291 0070 401c-
292 0071 681e-
293 *
294 0072 ceOO ;ENABLE THE INTERRUPT BEFORE RETURNING
295 0073 ce26 ;RETURN FROM INTERRUPT
296 *
297 * INTERRUPTS 1, 2, TIMER, RECEIVER, TRANSMITTER AND USER
298 * DO NOTHING SO THEY JUST RETURN IN CASE OF SPURIOUS
299 * INTERRUPTS
300 *
301 0074 ce26 ISR1 RET
302 0075 ce26 ISR2 RET
303 0076 ce26 TIME RET
304 0077 ce26 RCV RET
305 0078 ce26 XMT RET
306 0079 ce26 PROC RET
307 .END
No Errors, No Warnings
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2 *****************************************************************
*
* PARAMTER ESTIMATION BASED ON BIERMAN'S UDU
* AUTHOR: JOHN F SEWARD, JR.
*
*****************************************************************
*
.MMREGS
.LENGTH 50
*
.DEF PARAM
.REF ROUND
*
.REF PERR,A,G
.REF UM1,U12,VJ,U22,B2
.REF ZM1,U11,B1,TEMP,W
.REF ALPHAJ,R, GAMMA, AJLAST
.REF Z,U,PJ,FJ,ONEQ14
.REF C, GUESS, MAXNUM, ONE
*
SCALE .EQU 15
PARAM
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23 OOOf
24
25 0000 ce09
26 0001 4000!
27 0002 3c00!
28 0003 38001
29 0004 5b00!
30 0005 3800!
31 0006 cel6
32 0007 68001
33
34 0008 ce08
35 0009 40001
36 000a 6800!
37 000b 3c00!
38 000c 3800!
39 OOOd ce!4
40 OOOe 69001
41 OOOf 6900!
42 0010 4800!
43 0011 68001
44 0012 fe80
0013 005b'
45 0014 3c00l
46 0015 38001
SPM 1
ZALH Z
LT ZM1
MPY A
LTS UM1
MPY G
SPAC
SACH PERR
SPM 0
ZALH ZM1
SACH FJ
LT FJ
MPY Ull
PAC
SACH VJ,1
SACH Bl,l
ADDH ONEQ14
SACH ALPHAJ
CALL INV
LT Ull
MPY GAMMA
PERR Z(n) H'(n) * THETA(n)
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47 0016 7d001 SPH Ull
48 *
49 0017 40001 ZALH UM1
50 0018 3c00! LT ZM1
51 0019 3800! MPY U12
52 001a cel5 APAC
53 001b 6800! SACH FJ
54 001c 3c00! LT FJ
55 OOld 3800! MPY U22
56 OOle 7d001 SPH VJ
57 OOlf 7d00I SPH B2
58 0020 4000! ZALH ALPHAJ
59 0021 68001 SACH AJLAST
60 0022 38001 MPY VJ
61 0023 cel5 APAC
62 0024 68001 SACH ALPHAJ
63 0025 fe80 CALL INV
0026 005b'
64 0027 3c001 LT R
65 0028 38001 MPY AJLAST
66 0029 7d00! SPH TEMP
67 002a 3c00! LT TEMP
68 002b 3800! MPY GAMMA
69 002c 7d00! SPH TEMP
70 002d 3c00! LT TEMP
71 002e 3800! MPY U22
72 002f cel4 PAC
73 0030 68001 SACH U22
74 0031 fe80 CALL INV
0032 005b'
75 0033 40001 ZALH FJ
76 0034 ce23 NEG
77 0035 68001 SACH TEMP
78 0036 3c00! LT TEMP
79 0037 38001 MPY GAMMA
80 0038 7d001 SPH PJ
81 0039 4000! ZALH U12
82 003a 3c001 LT PJ
83 003b 3800! MPY Bl
84 003c cel5 APAC
85 003d 68001 SACH W
86 003e 40001 ZALH Bl
87 003f 3c00! LT VJ
88 0040 38001 MPY U12
89 0041 cel5 APAC
PAGE
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90 0042 68001
91 0043 40001
92 0044 68001
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100 0045 ce08
101 0046 2f001
102 0047 3c00!
103 0048 38001
104 0049 cel5
105 004a dOOO
004b 00001
106 004c fe80
004d 00001
107
108 004e 2f00!
109 004f 3c00!
110 0050 3800!
111 0051 cel5
112 0052 dOOO
0053 0000!
113 0054 fe80
0055 0000!
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121 0056 5600!
122 0057 4000!
123 0058 ce23
124 0059 6800!
'.25
126 #
127
128 005a, ce26
129
130
SACH Bl
ZALH W
SACH U12
*
******************************************************************
*
* UPDATE THE ESTIMATED PARAMETERS THETA THETA + 8 * PERR
Hi
SPM 0
LAC A, SCALE
LT Bl
MPY PERR
APAC
LRLK AR0,A
CALL ROUND
LAC G, SCALE
LT B2
MPY PERR
APAC
LRLK AR0.G
CALL ROUND
* **,.*.,***
* *
**
* UPDATE FI
*
************************
*
DMOV U
ZALH Z
NEG
SACH ZM1,0
*
,.**.*
***********
RET
***************
*************************
,*,**************
*
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131 *
132 005b ce09 INV SPM 1
133 005c 6800! SACH C
134 005d 2e00! LAC ONE,SCALE-l
135 005e 60001 SACL GUESS
136 005f cl03 LARK AR1,3
137 0060 5589 LARP 1
138 0061 3c00! ALOOP LT GUESS
139 0062 3800! MPY C
140 0063 cel4 PAC
141 0064 6800! SACH TEMP
142 0065 4000! ZALH MAXNUM
143 0066 4400! SUBH TEMP
144 0067 6800! SACH TEMP
145 0068 38001 MPY TEMP
146 0069 cel4 PAC
147 006a 6900! SACH GUESS, 1
148 006b
006c
fb90
0061'
BANZ ALOOP. *-
149 006d 6900! SACH GAMMA, 1
150 006e 5588 MAR *,0
151 006f ce26 RET
152 *
153 *****************************
154 .END
No Errors, No Warnings
PAGE
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3 *
4 * STATE ESTIMATION (KALMAN FILTER)
5 * AUTHOR: JOHN F. SEWARD, JR.
6 *
7 ******************************************************************
8 *
9 .MMREGS
11 .LENGTH 50
12 *
13 .DEF STATE
14 .REF ROUND
15 *
16 .REF Z,XE,W,K,W0,Y0,X0
17 .REF ERR, XK, TEMP, D1,D2
18 .REF A, G, TEMP, PROD
19 .REF P,S,QW,RV,WDET,INVW
20 .REF GUESS, CMAXNUM, ONE
21 *
22 OOOf SCALE .SET 15
23 *
24 XMULT .MACRO X0,W0
25 MPYU X0
26 SPH W0
27 MPYU X0+1
28 PAC
29 ADD WO
30 SACH WO+1
31 SACL WO
32 .ENDM
33 *
34 XADD .MACRO
Y0,X0.W0
35 ZALH YO+1
36 ADDS YO
37 ADDS XO
38 ADDH XO+1
39 SACL WO
40 SACH
WO+1
41 .ENDM
42 *
43 * A
* P * A + G * QW
* G
44 *
45 0000 ce09 STATE SPM
1
46 0001 3c00! LT
G
47 0002 XMULT
QW,TEMP
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0002 cfOO!
0003 7d001
0004 cfOl!
0005 cel4
0006 00001
0007 6801!
0008 60001
48 0009
0009 cfOO!
000a 7d001
000b cfOl!
000c cel4
OOOd 0000!
OOOe 6801!
OOOf 60001
49 0010 3c001
50 0011
0011 cfOO!
0012 7d00!
0013 cfOll
0014 cel4
0015 0000!
0016 6801!
0017 60001
51 0018
0018 cfOO!
0019 7d00!
001a cfOll
001b cel4
001c 0000!
OOld 68011
OOle 60001
52 OOlf
OOlf 40011
0020 49001
0021 4900!
0022 48011
0023 60001
0024 68011
53
54
55
56 0025
1 0025 4001!
1 0026 49001
PAGE
MPYU QW
SPH TEMP
MPYU QW+1
PAC
ADD TEMP
SACH TEMP+1
SACL TEMP
XMULT TEMP, TEMP
MPYU TEMP
SPH TEMP
MPYU TEMP+1
PAC
ADD TEMP
SACH TEMP+1
SACL TEMP
LT A
XMULT P.PROD
MPYU P
SPH PROD
MPYU P + l
PAC
ADD PROD
SACH PROD+1
SACL PROD
XMULT PROD, PROD
MPYU PROD
SPH PROD
MPYU PROD+1
PAC
ADD PROD
SACH PROD+1
SACL PROD
XADD TEMP, PROD
ZALH TEMP+1
ADDS TEMP
ADDS PROD
ADDH PROD+1
SACL S
SACH S+l
W [S + RV]
XADD
ZALH
ADDS
S,RV,W
S+l
s
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1 0027 49001 ADDS RV
1 0028 48011 ADDH RV+1
1 0029 6000! SACL W
1 002a
57
68011
*
SACH W+l
58 * FIND INV(W)
59 *
60 002b 40011 ZALH W+l
61 002c 68001 SACH C
62 002d 5589 LARP AR1
63 002e clOO LARK AR1,0
64 002f cbOe RPTK 14
65 0030 cea2 NORM *+
66 0031 71001 SAR AR1,WDET
67 0032 3c00! LT WDET
68 0033 4200! LACT ONE
69 0034 60001 SACL GUESS
70 0035 cl03 LARK AR1,3
71 0036 ce08 SPM 0
72 0037 3c00 1 WLOOP LT GUESS
73 0038 3800! MPY C
74 0039 cel4 PAC
75 003a cel9 SFR
76 003b 6000! SACL TEMP
77 003c 4000! ZALH MAXNUM
78 003d 44001 SUBH TEMP
79 003e 68001 SACH TEMP
80 003f 38001 MPY TEMP
81 0040 cel4 PAC
82 0041 6a001 SACH GUESS, 2
83 0042 fb90 BANZ WLOOP.
--
0043 0037'
84 0044 cb09 RPTK 9
85 0045 cel8 SFL
86 0046 dOOO LRLK ARO.INVW
0047 00001
87 0048 fe88 CALL ROUND, 0
0049 00001
88 *
89 * K S
* INVW
90 *
91 004a 3c001 LT INVW
92 004b XMULT S,PROD
1 004b cfOOl MPYU S
1 004c 7d001 SPH PROD
PAGE
;Q15
Q15
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1 004d cfOll MPYU S+l
1 004e cel4 PAC
1 004f 00001 ADD PROD
1 0050 6801! SACH PROD+1
1 0051 60001 SACL PROD
93 0052 4001! ZALH PROD+1
94 0053 68001 SACH K
95
96 0054 40001 ZALH Z
97 0055 44001 SUBH XK
98 0056 6800! SACH ERR
99 0057 3c00! LT ERR
100 0058 3800! MPY K
101 0059 cel4 PAC
102 005a 00001 ADD XK
103 005b 6000! SACL XE
104 *
105 005c 20001 LAC S
106 005d 3c00! LT K
107 005e 3800! MPY Dl
108 005f cel6 SPAC
109 0060 6000! SACL P
110 0061 2000! LAC S
Ill 0062 3800! MPY D2
112 0063 cel6 SPAC
113 0064 60001 SACL P
114 0065 20001 LAC S
115 0066 ce26 RET
116 .END
No Errors, No Warnings
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*****************************************************************
2 ******************************************************************
3 *
4 * POLE PLACEMENT CONTROLLER
5 * AUTHOR: JOHN F. SEWARD, JR.
6 *
7 ******************************************************************
8 *
9
.MMREGS
11 .LENGTH 50
12 *
13 .DEF POLE
14 *
15 .REF G,A,ONE,MAXNUM
16 .REF C.NEWPOLE, TEMP, GDET, GUESS, L,INVG
17 *
18 OOOf SCALE .EQU 15
20 *
21 * CALCULATE THE INVERSE OF G
22 *
23
24 *
25 0000 ce08 POLE
26 0001 4000!
27 0002 6800!
28 0003 5589
29 0004 clOO
30 0005 cbOe
31 0006 cea2
32 0007 7100!
33 0008 3c00!
34 0009 42001
35 000a 60001
36 000b cl03
37 000c 3c001 ILOOP
38 OOOd 38001
39 OOOe cel4
40 OOOf cel9
41 0010 6000!
42 0011 4000!
43 0012 44001
44 0013 6800!
45 0014 3800!
46 0015 cel4
47 0016 6a00!
SPM 0
ZALH G
SACH C
LARP AR1
LARK AR1.0
RPTK 14
NORM *+
SAR AR1,GDET
LT GDET
LACT ONE
SACL GUESS
LARK AR1,3
LT GUESS
MPY C
PAC
SFR
SACL TEMP
ZALH MAXNUM
SUBH TEMP
SACH TEMP
MPY TEMP
PAC
SACH GUESS, 2
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48 0017 fb90
0018 OOOC
49 0019 5588
50 001a cb09
51 001b cel8
52 001c 6800!
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60 OOld 4000!
61 OOle 44001
62 OOlf 68001
63 0020 3c001
64 0021 3800!
65 0022 cel4
66 0023 6d001
67
68 0024 ce26
69
PAGE
BANZ I LOOP
MAR *,0
RPTK 9
SFL
SACH INVG
*
* CALCULATE L
* L (A NEWPOLE)* INVG
**# + + ** + + + *#* +m# + + * + + + * + + + # + + + + ## + + + + + * + + + + + >ifilli, + + + + + + + + + it + + 4l + + * + +
ZALH A
SUBH NEWPOLE
SACH TEMP
LT INVG
MPY TEMP
PAC
SACH L,5
RET
.END
;STORE L IN Q12 FORMAT
No Errors, No Warnings
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1 .DEF ROUND
2
3
4
5
6
*
.REF ONE,MAXNUM,MINNUM
OOOf SCALE .EQU 15
0000 f380 ROUND BLZ NEG
0001 000a'
7 0002 OeOOl ADD ONE,SCALE-l
8 0003 6980 SACH *,16-SCALE
9 0004 lfOOl SUB MAXNUM, SCALE
10 0005 f280
0006 0012'
BLEZ NOOV
11 0007 4100! ZALS MAXNUM
12 0008 6080 SACL *
13 0009 ce26 RET
14 000a OeOOl NEG ADD ONE.SCALE-1
15 000b 6980 SACH *,16-SCALE
16 000c lfOOl SUB MINNUM, SCALE
17 OOOd f480
OOOe 0012'
BGEZ NOOV
18 OOOf 4100! ZALS MINNUM
19 0010 6080 SACL *
20 0011 ce26 RET
21 0012 5500 NOOV NOP
22 0013 5500 NOP
23 0014 ce26 RET
No Errors, No Warnings
; RETURN FROM CALL
; RETURN FROM CALL
; RETURN FROM CALL
84
